Moshe Feinstein; Shabot Shabosson by Rav Yitzchok Slberstein for further elaboration regarding this cardinal principle that supercedes all laws of the Torah; Talmud Bavali Shabbot 109; Yumo 84; Sanhedrin 74a. Even if there exists one percent chance that a human will die or that we can save him/her we will violate all the laws of the Torah. Even if we can strengthen the human and preserve his/her life we will violate all the laws of the Torah. Even if it is doubtful and doubts exist if we can succeed we will violate all the Torah.

This is the cardinal principle of Judaism - There can never exist a situation that the Torah can be used as an excuse for the death of any human.

We will never sacrifice one human to save another. For no man’s or woman’s blood is redder and of greater quality than your own. According to all the Gospels Jesus observed all Jewish laws. All the Jewish laws were in power as long as Jesus lived. Only after he was crucified do the Christians claim did all Jewish laws get suspended and abrogated. Therefore regardless if Jesus was a man or a god while he was on earth HE WAS DUTY BOUND TO FOLLOW ALL THE LAWS THAT God had given at Mt. Sinai. Therefore, the entire story and script of the crucifixion that claims that Jesus elected to become crucified and incriminated himself by declaring that he is a deity knowing full well that such self incrimination will cause him to get killed in order to forgive the sins of Adam and mankind is one trillion per cent against Jewish Law. It is suicide and one who commits suicide relinquishes his portion in the next world.

Further more, Jewish Law is very clear that no one can substitute himself to receive punishment for the sins or crime committed by an other person. Just like in the laws of income taxes a stranger can not take a deduction for expenses paid to reduce the taxes of an other person. So too, no man will be imprisoned to serve a sentence for a crime committed by an other person. Even if the other person
volunteers to be the scapegoat, Jewish law will not permit it. Otherwise you are defeating the entire rationale of punishment. Punishment is supposed to impress society that crime does not pay. If an other person takes the rap for your crime, then crime does pay because you will not be punished. Jesus was aware of this law and therefore would never volunteer to die for the sins of Adam since such death would not avail to cleanse the sins of Adam or any one else. Jesus in his life time followed all Jewish laws according to the New Testament.

FURTHER MORE, the New Testament did not exist and even Christians admit was not in application. Jewish Law was in full application and jurisdiction. JESUS DURING HIS LIFE TIME ON EARTH WAS FORCED TO FOLLOW Jewish Law because he was a saint and wanted to follow the word of G-d. He would never in a trillion years have violated such a basic and critical principle. Jesus was a saint.

In all the Middle eastern religions the theological doctrine of the crucifixion collides with the most basic principle of Torah that the Christians admit existed and was in full force and power during the life of Jesus. It is difficult to comprehend for an individual who does not make a leap of faith and accept what is written in the New Testament that Jesus violated such a law.

All four Gospels contradict each other as to the details of the birth genealogy early childhood education contact with the rabbis with whom he disputed Jewish law at the age of 12, his entry to Jerusalem and the Temple, his trial, the grounds that were used to accuse him, what Jesus said that incriminated himself, the crucifixion and the resurrection. Any reasonable person will testify that if we accept the story of one Gospel than the other three Gospels can not be reconciled. Many agnostics and non Christian philosophers believe that the Gospels are a replay of the Middle Eastern and Far Eastern mystery religions. The name of the son the man god is changed to Jesus. THE PLACE WHERE THE MAN GOD INCriminates himself is tried and is CRUCIFIED IS
THE JEWISH BIBLE DOES NOT CONTAIN ANY SUCH STORIES. GOD REVEALS HIMSELF TO MANKIND BY TALKING TO THEM; NEVER BY MAKING AN APPEARANCE IN THE BODY OF A HUMAN MAN GOD.

Non Christian philosophers maintain that THE FATHER AND MOTHER OF THE NEW TESTAMENT IS NOT THE OLD TESTAMENT; BUT THE MIDDLE AND FAR EASTERN RELIGIONS.

Non Christian philosophers further maintain that all the MYSTERY RELIGIONS CONFLICT WITH THE BASIC TENETS THAT GOD SUPERCEDES TIME AND SPACE THAT GOD ALWAYS EXISTED EXISTS AND WILL ALWAYS EXISTS. THAT HE IS ALL POWERFUL OMNIPOTENT ALL WISE AND KNOWS EVERYTHING EVEN BEFORE IT HAPPENS.

If the man god is born from a mortal virgin and is killed by crucifixion, then God did not always exist and also is mortal since he died. Never mind that he was resurrected, but for a period of three days he was dead. If God can change into a man god then God is not beyond space. God then fits into space and is governed and subordinated to the laws of time and space.

If the man gods can be crucified and could not strike their executioners with blindness then then they are not omnipotent. - The Bible in Genesis relates the story of the Angels who descended to Sedom to turn Sedom into the salt sea. They went to the house of Lot and they were invited to spend the night in Lot's house. The people of Sedom surrounded the house and threatened to break in and kill the
Angels. The Angels struck the people of Sedom with blindness and rescued Lot who was outside the house to reason with the people of Sedom. See Geneses. If the man gods could not duplicates such miracles then they were weaker than mere Angels. Angels like wise prevented Noah’s neighbors from interfering when Noah his family and all the animals and birds boarded Noah’s ark.

If the man gods can not free themselves by cutting their bonds and descend from the cross, then the man gods are not all powerful -omnipotent. Even Samson in the Bible in Judges was able to break the ropes that tied him when the Philistines bound him. If the latest man god invented by the editors of the Pope in the Gospels -Jesus- elected not to exercise his powers how can the scriptwriters - the editors of the Pope- cast blame on all the Jews to posterity for the crucifixion? The Jews then played a major role in having Jesus forgive the sins of mankind. Possibly, the script writers did not think of this line of reasoning.

According to the script of the editors of the Popes in the New Testament no man can attain salvation unless he/she believes in Jesus as the son of God. If that is the case why was not Adam warned of this fundamental law? Why was it necessary to wait 3500 years until Jesus was born? Wasn’t God concerned that billions of humans born from the year 1 since Adam until 3500 years later would all end up in hell? Why didn’t Jesus appear simultaneous with Adam?

Furthermore, why did JESUS HAVE TO BE CRUCIFIED? Let him remain alive from year 1 for ever even today. All questions about his identity and precisely how God is to be worshiped would then be resolved. There would then be no wars regarding religion. No man would sin?

Furthermore Adam was punished by suffering death after he reached the age of 930 years. All of mankind became mortal. The man gods by their death did not restore immortality to man kind. Further more if the man gods were going to suffer death to forgive a mortal sin, they should have elected to have targeted the sin of
Cain who murdered Abel. What was the big deal of Adam and Eve eating the fruit of the tree of wisdom? Furthermore why limit yourself to the man god appearing only to one people? Why didn’t God appear to all people as one of their own? Why doesn’t Christianity recognize Buddah, Khrishna Dionosis Athena Osiris Iris Shames Baal Astores? Why did God appear as a male and not as a female? Why not as an animal or a bird or a fish or a sea animal or as an insect or as tree or vegetable or as a stone or as fire or as wind? Furthermore in light of excavations anthropologists have determined that there existed pre historic homo sapiens millions of years ago. Why did not all the man gods appear millions or billions of of years ago and forgive the sins of these homo sapiens? Why start with such a late comer as Adam?

Furthermore, if the universe is millions or billions of years old like scientists speculate and life and other humans exist on other planets in other solar systems, why didn’t these man gods appear in other galaxies and forgive the sins of all the other inter galaxy humans?

Furthermore, if there exists three or six or ten or millions of distinct entities in the godhead like was postulated by Spinoza- rather than One as represented by all Unitarians-, it is logical that each of these distinct entities would fight with their neighbor entity over territorial sovereignty. We then should witness different laws of science in different spheres of this planet and certainly in the solar system and in the other galaxies and in the universe. You would have continuous wars of the galaxies. However Einstein discovered a unitary conformity in all the laws of science through out the universe. His findings have been confirmed by all other scientists. Thus we see that the First Mover and First Cause of the universe- God is not beset by internal conflicts and schizophrenia.
God is the ultimate unity and is not compartmentalized as preached by all the mystery religions who possess man gods. Just like this book was not written by chance that the letters mysteriously popped out from nowhere and formed words and sentences and combined to form a cohesive and sensible thesis; so too, not even one atom or cell could have been formed by itself from pure blind chance as is maintained by atheists. God exists He created the universe. His Providence recreates and maintains the universe. Would God’s Providence cease for a split second - the world would cease to exist.

Would god have been conceived and the mother of the god would have carried him for 9 months the world during her pregnancy would have been with out the control of the god. Likewise if the man god is crucified and dies as happens in all the myths of all the man gods then the universe would instantly revert to the state of tohu nothingness - also created by God. By default that universe would cease to exists. Since we know as a fact that this never happened; so too, we know as a fact the all the myths of the compartmentalized theologies - the mystery religions are all what they are referred by 21 century man - nothing but myths and fairy tales.

All the mystery religions adopted the cross as their symbol. All the nations who adopted the cross as their symbol and flag engaged in murder of hundreds of millions of humans. If the gods represent life and not death if they are a philosophy of life and not an ideology of death why did they agree to be crucified and provide their votaries with a symbol and tool and instrument of mass destruction of millions of humans? If they did not know how their crucifixion would be misused by their votaries, then they are not God. God knows what will happen in the future.
Mary the mother of Jesus was later elevated by the Church in one of their synods to possess divine attributes. Catholics are mandated to pray to Mary, who in turn will intercede with God. Many Protestants consider such devotion as a form of idolatry. Likewise, Catholics believe that Mary was born free of original sin. Mary never had any children other than Jesus. Again other Christian denominations disagree, citing the New Testament that names the brothers and sisters of Jesus. Catholics further believe that Mary upon her death was resurrected and her body entered heaven together with her soul. Mary sits at the right hand of Jesus like all queen mothers. Catholics also elevated many popes, bishops, and nuns to sainthood for martyrdom and virtuous conduct during their lifetime. Catholics can pray to the saints and beseech them to intervene with God. Again Protestants condemn such practice as a form of idolatry. Protestants likewise, refuse to honor the decisions of many Papal synods, especially those that declare the Catholic Church as the only instrument of God to decide what the authentic contents of the Old and New Testament are; as well as the only instrument in the world competent to interpret the Bible. As a result of the dispute there exists today 33,000 different sects of Christianity. Other authorities claim that the number of main denominations are no more than 200 but there exist variations and wrinkles in differing detail and customs that could possibly reach higher number such as 33000. See Google article Protestants and heresy. Economic factors and power politics played a great role in the decision of the certain European monarchs to support the Protestants while other monarchs supported the Catholics and the status quo. The Protestants were more flexible in their interpretation of the New Testament and aligned scripture to conform with economic and political reality. When even the Protestants refused or were unable to accommodate the spiritual needs and support the ambitions of European powers in their conquest and genocide of American natives in North and South America and in Africa and in the Indian subcontinent and in the Pacific islands when at most 300-400 million Europeans conquered over one billion people and massacred hundreds of millions then the Europeans abandoned Christianity and the renaissance philosophers were recognized as the new standard bearers of right
and wrong. These new philosophers and the professors of biology and humanities preached the line that Europeans were super humans and had the moral right to enslave the ignorant natives in all the countries that the Europeans colonized. I have gone into great detail in previous chapters regarding this atrocity and the death of conscience. When God of the Bible did not agree with the ambitions of the Europeans God was displaced like God was originally displaced at the time of Enosh and Abraham mentioned by Rambam Avoda Zora 1:1. The Jews were later displaced aby Christianity. So, now too Christianity was displaced by science atheism and divorce of Church and State.

As a matter of fact all Deists Unitarians and many philosophers and modern historians question the accuracy of the resurrection and ascending to heaven story. If Jesus flew to heaven, then all the people in Jerusalem saw the celestial flight. Such a flight can be verified. However no one even his disciples witnessed the flight. None of the 42 historians who lived in that era witnessed or heard of such a flight. See Thomas Paine- Common sense and Age of Faith. See Will Durant Caesar and Christ pages pages 553-554 about the beginning of Christianity. See Miracles of the Gods by Erich Von Daniken pages 54-106.

Miracles occurred according to the New Testament. Dead men arose from their graves. During the life of Jesus he fed 3000 men. The sick and lame and the
deaf were healed. When Jesus died darkness descended on the earth. All the other middle Eastern and Far Eastern Mystery Religions have the identical story of such miracles. All such unnatural events must catch the attention of people living at the time. However none of the 42 historians living at the time of Jesus breathe EVEN ONE WORD ABOUT HIS VERY EXISTENCE. OR ANY OF SUCH MIRACLES. THERE EXISTS AMPLE SPACE GIVEN TO THE MYTHS OF OTHER MIDDLE EASTERN MYSTERY RELIGIONS.

I do not know how the theologians and Christian philosophers answer and reply to the theological issues that I raise above. I am certain that over the last two thousand years Christians have groped with these question and have found very reasonable answers to satisfy the intellectual thirst for the truth of Christianity.

For the believing Christian Jew Muslim Budhist Hindu and member of all religions in the world that existed in the past and today there exists no questions that their faith has the absolute ruth. Why don’t we let God himself come at the end of days and proclaim the truth. Perhaps He will state that HE God does not care what man believes as long as they do not self destruct and kill others. That is my belief what Judaism preaches.

One Billion four hundred million Muslims do not accept Christianity. Over one billion Hindus one billion Buddhists over one billion atheists do not believe in the Christian version of events. Two billion Christians however, do believe. THE CRUCIFIXION IS A CENTRAL PILLAR OF THEIR FAITH.

I RESPECT THEIR BELIEF EVEN THOUGH I DO NOT SHARE THEIR CONVICTION. I RESPECT ALL THE OTHER BELIEFS OF THE BILLIONS OF HUMANS ALL OVER THE WORLD EVEN THOUGH I DO NOT ACCEPT THEIR CONVICTION.
VOLTAIRE BELIEVED THAT Jesus never existed. Vilney in his Ruins of an Empire also doubted that Jesus existed. Herder in 1796 pointed out the irreconcilable discrepancies in the four Gospels.

David Strauss in the Life of Jesus Strauss denies the supernatural miracles. He is the father of bible criticism of the New Testament. Ferdinand Christian Baer attacked the Epistles of Paul rejecting as unauthentic all but those of the Galilatians Corinthius and Romans. In 1840 Bruno Bauer began a series of controversial works showing that Jesus was a myth - the personified cult of a fusion of Greek roman and Jewish theology that began in the second century. In 1863 Ernant’s Renan’s Life of Jesus summarized all the Bible criticism regarding the New Testament. The French School at the end of the 19th century subjected the new Testament to vicious criticism and analysis that the Catholic Church felt compelled to ex communicate them and other modernists. All or many of the Bible critics rejected all the supernatural miracles as myths. See Will Durant - Caesar and Christ page 553-554.

Half of the Anglican bishops living today agree that the New Testament was written by the Church. Just like the Church wrote the New Testament; so too, the Church is empowered to change any thing in the New Testament that they deem does not fit in with modern norms of behavior or conduct. Sociological reality and modern standards must be factored in to the New Testament Law as what is and what is not binding. Article on web page of Jerusalem Post July 2208.

Many Protestant ministers believe that the Roman Catholic Church is responsible for the texts in the New Testament that espouse blatant anti-Semitism.

See Anti Judaism in the New Testament by Gerald Sigal who made an analytical study spending many years mastering Greek and compares the texts of The New Testament to the Hebrew and Samaritan Bibles. He compares each of the Gospels to each other and shows the discrepancies and the blatant hatred toward
Jews and Judaism He studied the New Testament at great length and exposes the blatant anti-Semitism that appears in the Four Gospels and other writings. He shows a straight line from the writings of the New Testament to the blood libels that Jews kill and use the blood of Christians for the baking of Matzos. This libel caused the massacre of hundreds of thousands of Jews. He shows that the Nazi and racial anti-Semitism from 1840-1945 in Europe that culminated in the Holocaust and death of 6 million Jews was directly linked to the hatred of Jews developed in the pages of the New Testament.

Edward H. Flannery, a Catholic priest in Anguish of the Jew shows 23 centuries of Anti-Semitism. He defends the New Testament and the Church fathers although he identifies those individuals who have been guilty of blatant anti-Semitism. His book serves as a monument to the edifice of hatred that resulted from lies and distortions about Jews, Judaism, and corruption of the teachings of Christian faith. Anti-Semites have corrupted Christian teachings and made it into an instrument and driving force for the murder of millions of Jews and non-Jews. In Faith and Deicide - the Roots of Anti-Semitism - Rosemary Ruether traces anti-Semitism for 1700 years directly to many scriptures of the New Testament and the Church.

It is my opinion that historically Jesus existed, but not as a man god. Jesus was a practicing very devout Orthodox Jew a Pharisee. He was a great Talmudic scholar and had a Rabbinical Court of his own. The Rabbinical Court collectively - not the individual judges of the Court - is referred to as Elokim. See
Exodus 21:6. The institution of Justice is referred as Elokim because they carry out the will of God and render justice like God renders justice. The symbol of Justice is God. Elokim also is used to address God because God is the ultimate Judge of man.

Jesus did NOT create a new religion. What he did create was a sub sect -like Chasidim today - following 100% all the laws of the Written and Oral Law the Torah - All within the parameters of Torah teachings. His court like all other Rabbinical Courts was referred to as Elokim. However, never in a trillion years was this reference to him personally. His brother James succeeded Jesus when he died. Jesus was married to Mary Magdelana. They both had a son whose name was Judah. Their burial place a vault with their bones was discovered in Jerusalem 25 years ago that bore the engravings that here are buried Jesus son of Joseph and Mary, his mother Mary, his father Joseph, his wife Mary Magdelana, and his son Judah. A great television show publicized this great discovery in 2007. This discovery follows another great discovery the Vinicci Papers that proclaims the same facts. All these discoveries substantiate the position of the Ebyonim. A sect that followed the teachings of Jesus, who did not accept that Jesus is the son of God and they claimed that the Mitzvot are eternally binding for Jews. The Mitzvot have never and will never be abrogated. See Edward Gibbon -The Triumph of Christendom in the Roman Empire page 8. See Ebyonim in the internet from Google that cites numerous articles that substantiate the above thesis regarding the Ebyonim. See Kuzri in defense of Judaism -Why Jews do not accept Christianity and Islam. The Ebyonim accurately argued that if God wanted to abrogate some or all of the Mitzvot God Himself should have another gathering equivalent to the proclamation at Mt. Sinai in front of all Jews and non Jews every day and proclaim His wish that He wants to make a 360 degree turn and abolish all the Mitzvot that he gave at Mt. Sinai. By default failing that it is obvious that God does not want to abolish any of the Mitzvot.

PROTESTANTS CHARGE THAT THE ROMAN CATHOLIC POPES IN THEIR SYNODS HAVE MISINTERPRETED THE NEW TESTAMENT AND MANY OF THE DOCTRINES AND RITUALS THEY HAVE DECREED ARE
THE CARBON COPY OF ALL THE MIDDLE EASTERN AND FAR EASTERN MYSTERY RELIGIONS.

LONGER WAS NECESSARY TO OBSERVE ANY EXISTING SACRAMENTS OR COMMANDMENTS. ONLY BELIEF IN THE FATHER SON HOLY GHOST.


THE SAME POPES WHO BLAME JEWS FOR THE CRUCIFIXION - THAT JEWS FORCED PONIUS PILATE THE ROMAN GOVERNOR TO CRUCIFY JESUS - other wise they would riot - AND THEREFORE ARE ETERNALLY DAMNED - ARE THE SAME POPES WHO FABRICATED A DOCUMENT THAT Constantine deeded the Roman Empire to the Catholic Church !!! ONE Pope Gregory the Great in fact assumed the mantle of Roman Emperor in addition to being Pope. . For generations or centuries this canard was repeated until people started to believe it. Finally this big lie and forgery was exploded and exposed after 1000 years. It lasted from 350-1400.  See Will Durant The Age of faith. very beginning of the chapter.

The ROMAN Catholic Church, likewise, preached as an article of faith that the sun and all the planets rotate around the earth. Copernicus and later Galileo who proved that the earth and the planets revolved around the sun rather than the sun revolving around the earth were as forced to recant, otherwise they
would have been burned at the stake. They were terrified that they would meet the same fate as Bruno, an outstanding theologian and philosopher, who was burned at the stake in 1600. See The Renaissance by Will Durant. The inquisition terrorized and forced Europeans even the most enlightened to suppress any scientific knowledge and definitely philosophy that conflicted with Church dogma. It must be clearly emphasized that the temporal rulers the kings were the real villains. The Church never had foot soldiers at their disposal. Stalin in the twentieth century accurately challenged the Pope by inquiring how many divisions of soldiers he possessed to enforce his decrees? In the 12 13 14 15 16 and 17 centuries, it were the kings who shared equal culpability with the Church for the reign of terror. that converted men into robots.

Hundreds of thousands non Jews and 15,000 Jews Moranos suspected that they returned to Judaism were burned at the stake for challenging the status quo. That was the real sin.

Millions of Christians were killed by other Christians to enforce the monopolistic dictatorship of Church and state that enslaved the minds and bodies of men and women.

Millions were killed beginning in the year 300-600 when the Church formulated its creed. Brute force enforced reason as a disciplinary weapon for the independent thinkers.
The sword decided the theological truth between Greek Orthodox and Roman Catholicism in 1210 when millions were killed.

The sword again decided who is God - is the son of god or the Unitarian Allah - in the crusades from 1100-1400. Again millions lost their lives.

100,000 Jews were massacred by the crusaders after raping all women single and married and stealing all their property.

One million French men, women and children were massacred in the South of France in 1100 when they dared challenge the Pope about the Creed of Christianity.
Again millions lost their lives in 1518-1640 when the Catholics and Protestants challenged each other who better represented God Jesus and the Holy Ghost and who better understood the Old and New Testament better.

During the black plague in The 1300's when 50 or 70 million Europeans died from the disease, the Church blamed the Jews that they poisoned the wells, rather than seek medical help and research to fight the plague.

In 1845 when the drought in Ireland prevented wheat to harvest the Church banned the planting and eating of potatoes since the Church teachings disproved of the faithful eating potatoes. Hundreds of thousand died from famine but the
Church would not relent.

Even today with the curse of aids, the Church opposes the use of condoms and elects that people should die from the plague rather than use any interference with normal conjugal procedures. God forbid that any one married or not - who have sex use condoms.

The editors of the Popes in the New Testament charge that God decided to replace the Jews with Christians because Jews killed two prophets, in addition to abetting in the crucifixion of Jesus. They threatened they would riot and Pontius Pilate agreed to crucify Jesus. In view of the fact that the Church over the last 1700 years was directly or indirectly responsible in the murder of millions of Jews and non Jews - how and what should God have reacted? The Church is guilty by aiding and abetting or not excommunicating and not sending to the stake all the clergy who aided and abetted in the lethal lies that resulted in the murder of millions of Jews and non Jews - how and what should God have reacted? There certainly exists a difference between mortals - even if they be prophets being killed and millions of other humans? The Church at a synod in 500 or 600 determined that Jesus was a mortal when he was on earth. At each of the synods God became someone new. God is given a make over and a face lift at each of the synods.
If God according to the script fabricated by the editors of the Pope in the New Testament replaced the Jews for the murder of three people then God should have destroyed the entire solar system for the murders perpetrated by the Church!!! Certainly God should replace Christianity for all the murders perpetrated since that religion was conceived.

God as a matter of fact did replace Christianity. Christianity is a mere shadow today compared to what it was.

The script writers did a great injustice to the image of God. They painted him in the colors of the pagan Roman mentality and standards of justice and equity. The Romans annihilated all the inhabitants of a nation because of the crimes of a few individuals. When the natives of Gaul -France today-rebelled Julius Caesar killed half a million Gauls every man woman and child. When Rome conquered Carthage a million citizens of Carthage were killed every man woman and child. All the others were sold into slavery or used as gladiators. When Rome suppressed the revolt of the Jews in 70 ACE and again in 130 ACE one million Jews were killed or used as gladiators. This cruel and beastly mentality was incorporated into the script of the passion of Christ. This script was repeated and embellished each Easter when all over Europe for the next 1700 years the passion plays were
repeated as a tradition. Following the passion plays the civilian population would raid the Jewish ghettos and murder thousands of Jews and rob all their possessions. This was the practical application of the hatred and murder that was transmitted year after year with the endorsement blessing and the inspiration of the Church.

Hitler when he sat in a prison in Bavaria Germany in the 1920's and wrote Mein Kampt was not creating an original work of poison and hate. His blueprint was the scripts of the 1700 years of passion plays that embedded a hatred of Jews and preached that all Jews are responsible for the crimes of a few. They preached that all Jews are intrinsically evil and thus should all be annihilated. The script writers of the New Testament even went as far as charging all Jews with the crime of the murder of Abel by Cain!!!! Jews retroactively - even if they were not born yet and there existed no Jewish nation before Abraham was born - are all guilty for all murders !!!!! However if JEWS WOULD AGREE TO CONVERT TO Christianity all would be forgiven. Then a magic wand would be waved by the Church and their guilt would evaporate. The Nazis however were not so generous. They did not extend this magic wand and burned in the gas chamber any one who had Jewish blood going back five or ten generations even if they had converted to Christianity.